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Abstract—Recent studies have shown that router misconfigurations are common and can have dramatic consequences to the operations of a network. Misconfigurations can compromise the security of an entire network or even cause global disruptions to
Internet connectivity. Several solutions have been proposed. They
can detect a number of problems in real configuration files. However, these solutions share a common limitation: they are based on
rules which need to be known beforehand. Violations of these rules
are deemed misconfigurations. As policies typically differ among
networks, these approaches are limited in the scope of mistakes
they can detect. In this paper, we address the problem of router
misconfigurations using data mining. We apply association rules
mining to the configuration files of routers across an administrative
domain to discover local, network-specific policies. Deviations from
these local policies are potential misconfigurations. We have evaluated our scheme on configuration files from a large state-wide network provider, a large university campus and a high-performance
research network. In this evaluation, we focused on three aspects
of the configurations: user accounts, interfaces and BGP sessions.
User accounts specify the users that can access the router and define the authorized commands. Interfaces are the ports used by
routers to connect to different networks. Each interface may support a number of services and run various routing protocols. BGP
sessions are the connections with neighboring autonomous systems
(AS). BGP sessions implement the routing policies which select the
routes that are filtered and the ones that are advertised to the BGP
neighbors. We included the routing policies in our study. The results are promising. We discovered a number of errors that were
confirmed and corrected by the network administrators. These errors would have been difficult to detect with current predefined
rule-based approaches.
Index Terms—Association rules mining, error detection, network management, static analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONFIGURING routers is a tedious, error-prone and
complex task. Wool [1] presents a quantitative study of
configuration errors in 37 firewall engines, and found that all
of the firewalls contained some misconfigurations. The author
concluded that “complex rule sets are apparently too difficult for administrators to manage effectively.” Feamster and
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Balakrishnan [2] found more than 1000 errors in the router configurations of 17 networks while focusing only on one aspect of
the configurations—the one related to the configuration of the
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). BGP is the most commonly
deployed inter-domain routing protocol. It allows networks
to connect to each other. Mahajan et al. [3] measured BGP
configuration errors that were visible from routing updates at
the Oregon RouteViews servers over the course of 21 days, and
found that misconfigurations were pervasive. About 75% of
all new advertised routes were erroneously announced during
that time,which was a conservative estimate according to the
authors. In addition to their prevalence, misconfigurations can
have large impacts: in 2004, misconfigurations in network
AS9121 resulted in the propagation of 100K+ routes, leading to
“misdirected/lost traffic for tens of thousands of networks” [4].
Several solutions have been proposed to deal with the router
misconfiguration problem [2], [5]–[8]. All but one of them compare configurations with a list of constraints or common best
practices that a network ought to follow to function correctly.
This approach makes the assumption that rules violations are
misconfigurations, and is very effective in detecting certain
types of clear-cut problems, such as checking that internal BGP
speakers form a full mesh [2], verifying that all IP addresses
within a network are unique [6], and determining whether
referenced routing policies are actually defined [5].
However, the identification and definition of the constraints
can be a challenging task. What constitutes an error sometimes
depends on the network—what is an error for one network can
be common practice for another. This relativism of error definition is echoed by others. Maltz et al. [9] studied configuration
files from 31 networks, and concluded that routing design can
be diverse and each network so different from another that it is
not possible to classify them: the design of network routing is
eclectic, “an art where many approaches might be used to try to
achieve the same result.” While, for routing designs, classic textbooks generally define two architectures—the enterprise and
backbone architectures—2/3 of the analyzed networks “exhibited designs that were markedly different from textbook examples and from each other.” The existing approach presents limitations in the scope of errors it can detect. The rules would have
to be the lowest common denominator, ones that are universally
applicable to all networks. Unless an operator works with the
tool developer to define rules for the network on a case-by-case
basis, the peculiarities of the network’s configurations would
not be considered in the error detection process.
Solutions to detect router misconfigurations fall on a spectrum. On one extreme, we can use tools that apply best common
practice rules to detect known misconfigurations. On the other
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extreme, there is pure data mining that ignores underlying
structure of router configuration commands and domain specific knowledge. We choose to be somewhere in the middle
of this spectrum of the two extremes. Our approach, called
Minerals, applies data mining on router configuration files
across a network to infer local, network-specific policies and
detect potential errors that deviate from the inferred policies.
Our method is based on data mining and is different from
existing approaches which rely on an a priori model.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• First, we propose a new method to the router misconfiguration problem. While most of existing solutions depend
on an a priori model, our proposal automatically discovers
the local rules of a network by applying data mining techniques. More specifically, Minerals uses association rules
mining. While association rule mining has traditionally
been applied to discover unknown patterns in large datasets
and to predict future behaviors, we use association rule
mining to infer the local, network-specific policies in a network and to detect potential misconfigurations.
• Second, we describe a set of techniques to convert network
configuration into a format that is suitable for association rule mining. Raw configuration files are not conducive
to data mining. Each configuration file is a concatenated
list of commands typed to specify the desired behavior
of a router. Therefore, we suggest a general method to
pre-process this data and represent it in a way appropriate
for association rule mining.
• Finally, we have implemented our scheme and evaluated it
on the configuration files from three operational networks.
We found a number of errors with minimal effort from the
operators. Many of the discovered misconfigurations were
deemed “serious” and “concerning”. The network administrators found Minerals helpful and provided positive feedback. We describe the errors in detail in Section V. We believe that a better understanding of existing errors can help
in improving and designing future router configuration languages and network management tools.
We discuss related work in the next section. Section III describes our approach, Minerals. Section IV presents our implementation and Section V shows the results of our evaluation on
the configuration files from three different networks. Finally, we
conclude the paper with discussions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce a taxonomy to classify the approaches that analyze network configurations and describe work
related to Minerals in the context of this taxonomy. The taxonomy divides the approaches in two dimensions. The spatial
dimension describes how many routers are studied at a time.
The temporal dimension represents whether configurations are
analyzed from a specific point in time or across time.
SR (Single Router) explores one router’s configuration from a
specific time. The Router Audit Tool (RAT) [7] checks a router’s
configuration file against security recommendations set forth by
the National Security Agency (NSA) [10], highlights the differences and assigns a score to indicate the security level of the
router in question.
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MR (Multi Router) studies multiple (or all) routers of a
network from a specific time. Maltz et al. [9] developed a
method to reverse-engineer a network’s routing design from its
router configuration files. The main goal is to understand the
ways operational networks deploy routing protocols. Xie et al.
[11] extracted information from configuration files to conduct
static reachability analysis which can detect logic or design
errors. Netsys [15] was among the first to propose misconfiguration detection through the parsing and analysis of router
configuration files across a network. Feldmann and Rexford [5]
adopted a similar approach but suggested to take advantage of
the network’s homogeneity—in terms of configuration commands—and focus on the most frequently used ones to reduce
the complexity of the tool and to stay up-to-date with recent
introduced features. rcc [2] concentrates on BGP misconfigurations across a network. Errors that it can detect include various
BGP signaling problems and commands referring to undefined
policies. All [2], [5], [15] rely on rules that need to be known
a priori and to be provided in advance. These approaches
can also detect violations of local, network-specific, policies.
However, in order to achieve this, [2] and [5] require the local
policies to be codified into the tools. Such customization has
to be performed per network and can require significant effort
from the network administrators. With EDGE, Caldwell et al.
[6] argue that manual configuration of routers is error-prone
and should be replaced by an automated process with inventory
control. It suggests using data mining to mine configurations
for errors but describes no details. The work of El-Arini and
Killourhy [8] is perhaps the closest to ours. They use a set of
Bayesian-based algorithms to detect statistical anomalies in
router configurations. While the goal is similar, the approaches
differ. Their algorithms focus on the frequencies of the command lines and associated attributes but do not consider the
context of the commands. The authors assume that each command line is independent. However, such assumption does not
hold for router configurations. Instead, Feldmann and Rexford
[4] showed that there exist strong dependencies within a router
and across routers of a network. In network configuration, the
context often determines the values of the attributes. As an illustration, the command “ip cdp” may be associated with the
argument of 1 (i.e., Cisco Discovery Protocol may be enabled)
on internal interfaces but with the value of 0 (i.e., disabled) on
external interfaces as recommended by the NSA [10]. In Minerals, we rely on the context of the configurations to infer local
network policies and identify the violations. Another related
work worth mentioning is the one from Engler et al. [16]. It
automates the discovery of programming rules to then identify
programming errors in source codes. While the goals and the
approach share similarities, because of the differences in the
application areas (programming bugs versus network misconfigurations), the means to extract the rules differs significantly.
SR-TS (Single Router Time Series) looks at one router’s
configuration across time, and MR-TS (Multi Router Time
Series) analyzes multiple routers across time. EDGE suggests
automating the provisioning tasks of a network by studying a
network’s configuration over time to identify recurring steps,
but provides no concrete method. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no other proposals in the TS area.
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III. MINERALS
Data mining searches for patterns and rules in large data sets.
Recently, it has been applied to systems and networking problems such as isolating bugs in software and detecting anomalies
in traffic. Data mining can be used to identify errors in network
configurations as well. Policies are usually applied across a network and evident in most routers in a network. As such, network
elements often share common configurations. For example, to
prevent various denial-of-service attacks, all routers or all edge
routers in a network commonly implement some specific packet
filters. As other illustrations of patterns in local policies, in one
of the networks we have worked with, the Open Shortest Path
First (OSPF) protocol was deployed and one local policy consists in having all interfaces in passive mode by default and
explicitly use the command no passive-interface for
backbone interfaces. This policy is to prevent users from injecting routes into the OSPF domain. Similarly, the network is
deploying the Routing Information Protocol (RIP). The network
has a number of subnets with user devices using RIP to learn
their default paths. On non-backbone interfaces, the local policy
mandates a distribute-list out command so that only
the default route would be sent out, and a distribute-list
in command to ensure that routers do not accept announcements originated by user devices. In this network, all backbone
interfaces and all non-backbone interfaces running OSPF (or
RIP) share commonalities.
Minerals uses data mining to discover local rules of a network
and detects potential misconfigurations that deviate from these
rules. In the networks above, an edge router lacking a required
packet filter, a non-backbone interface running OSPF in a nonpassive mode, or a non-backbone interface running RIP with
missing distribute-list would all constitute violations
of local policies and represent misconfigurations.
Local rules of a network can be complex and usually not captured by universal rules set forth by common best practice documents. To illustrate it, we describe the use of MD5 security to
protect BGP sessions in a regional network provider and a large
university campus. The “textbook” rule is to turn on MD5 if the
routers involved support it. Indeed, this is the local rule of the
network provider. However, the stability of MD5 implementations varies across vendors and operating system versions. Some
autonomous systems (ASes) resist turning on MD5 because it
delays session re-establishment after a reset. The local rules in
the case of the university network are MD5 is “off” if the end
point routers have exhibited problems in the past, “off” between
certain ASes who preferred not to use it, “on” if the routers are
from a particular vendor, and “on” on the rest of the sessions.
In this section, we describe using association rules mining
[12] to find patterns of correlation between elements in router
configurations across a network—outliers to the discovered patterns are potential misconfigurations. The approach assumes
that there exists common configurations across routers, and the
number of properly configured functions is large when compared to the number of their misconfigured counterparts. The

Fig. 1. Overview of Minerals.

obvious drawback of this assumption is that nonconforming but
valid configurations can be classified as errors. To handle this
drawback, we discuss incorporating operators’ feedback to train
and to improve accuracy of our technique. Note that logic or
design errors which violate general network goals, such as incorrect packet filters preventing subnets from communicating,
cannot be detected by Minerals.
Section III-A presents a general method to preprocess routers
configuration’s information. Independently of the selected data
mining technique, the data needs to be preprocessed since raw
configuration files do not have much structure and are not conducive to data mining analysis. Section III-B provides a brief
background on association rule mining. Section III-C explains
how we apply association rules mining in Minerals. Finally,
Section III-D describes the post-processing steps; these operations apply domain knowledge information to improve the accuracy of Minerals and reduce the number of false positives. Fig. 1
provides an overview of Minerals’ main steps.
A. Preprocessing the Input Data
Routers’ configuration files are lists of commands and arguments that specify the routers’ behaviors. These files include the
interfaces, the routing protocols, the remote access and all other
aspects of a router’s operations. However, those files have little
structure and are not fit for data mining. This section describes
a general method to process the data—using domain knowledge—into a representation for data mining.
1) Instance Type Identification: Data mining techniques generally work on sets of instances. Each instance is characterized
by a list of attributes. In Minerals, an instance type also represents a unit of error detection. Considering the local policies described above, the application of association rules mining may
have allowed to discover that in that network, 99% of the nonbackbone interfaces running RIP have a specific distribute
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list in. Each instance is an interface. Interfaces are characterized by a number of attributes including the routing protocols
they run and the filters they apply. The few instances that violate the discovered rule are highlighted as potential misconfigurations. Since we focus on interface as the instance type, each
error is a misconfigured interface.
We propose to divide the information in the network configuration into different instance types. Possible instance types include router, user account, interface, and BGP session.
2) Attribute Selection: Even though an instance type is represented by a list of attributes, not all attributes are important
and suitable for data mining. Some attributes (e.g., description
strings) do not contribute to the operation of a network. We suggest to remove them since errors in those fields do not impact
the network’s operations. Other attributes may be modified frequently as part of the day-to-day operations and may not be conducive to data mining either. For instance, operators may tune
the OSPF weights to avoid link congestions [17].
Instead, we select attributes for each instance type so that only
relevant information is retained. As an example, an interface can
be characterized by the running routing protocols, the supported
services, and the applied packet filters.
3) Attribute Abstraction: The type (e.g., Boolean, integer,
string, etc.) that we select to represent the different attributes
determines the rules and types of errors that will be discovered.
Using domain knowledge, we propose to further process the selected attributes as follows.
• Boolean. Applying data mining with attributes that are expected to have different values across the instances may
reveal few or no common patterns. Since we may not be
interested in the exact values of these attributes but rather
whether the attribute exists, we change the attribute so
it takes on Boolean values. For example, considering the
“user account” instance type, this instance type may have
several attributes including the “password” that has been
set for this account. The value of the password is not as
important as the existence of an explicit, non-default password. Leaving the password string as is, and applying data
mining may reveal that certain users have different passwords on the different devices. Such result may not be of
interest. Instead, an account (e.g., with super-user privilege) which is lacking a required password may consist a
more concerning error.
• Group. If an attribute is characterized by values that belong to groups and the values themselves differ across the
instances, we convert the attribute so that it takes on the
group names as its values. The reasoning is the same as
above. For example, instead of storing the actual IP addresses of an interface, the IP addresses are classified as
private or public. Similarly, the AS number of the other
end point of a BGP session can be used to derive the type
of a BGP session (i.e., internal or external).
4) Data Cleaning: Each router vendor has its independent configuration language, e.g., Cisco’s IOS versus Juniper
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JUNOS, that can be vastly different from others. An intermediate representation is necessary to compare configurations
from different vendors, which may bear no resemblance syntactically but are semantically equivalent. To illustrate, IOS relies
on privilege levels (0–15) to define a user’s rights whereas
JUNOS uses the concept of classes (super-user, operator, etc).
An IOS’s privilege level 15 can be considered comparable to
JUNOS’s “super-user” class. However, sometimes, an intermediate representation is not sufficient. Vendors may implement
features in ways that cannot be reconciled across vendors. For
example, there seems to be no equivalent of IOS’s privilege
level 6 in JUNOS.
There can also be various ways to implement the same functionality. In IOS, a routing prefix can be filtered on a BGP session either directly through applying a prefix-list, or by using
prefix-list in a route map and applying the route map on the BGP
session. We can clean the data such that attributes that define the
same functionality are grouped into one attribute. Finally, in the
previous example, the attributes “incoming prefix-list” and “incoming route map” can also be subsumed into “incoming policies” as they both specify routing policies.
B. Background on Association Rules Mining
This section gives a brief overview of association rules
mining. Interested readers can refer to [12] for details.
We select the association rules mining technique to detect
anomalies in router configurations for the following reasons.
• To be effective, network policies are usually applied on
most or all objects of the same category across a network.
• Network policies can often be expressed as rules. For example, the policy “BGP sessions with external ASes must
be authenticated” can be represented by the rule
.
• Deviations from local network policies can either be
misconfigurations, nonconforming valid configurations,
or temporary solutions, all of which should be audited
periodically.
At a high level, association rules mining examines the statistical properties of correlations present in a large data set. In the
traditional data-mining context, it is used to classify and predict an attribute or combination of attributes. The prediction is
be attributes. Association mining
called a rule. Let
,
searches for rules
in which any combination of unique attributes can be on the
left-hand side. In other words, a rule takes the form “if then
”, or
, where the left-hand side represents the “condition” and the right-hand side the “consequence”. The pattern
is also known as an item set.
is a 0-item item set,
is a 1-item item set,
is a 2-item item set, and so on.
, is defined as the
Given an item set , its support,
number of instances that satisfy the condition . Given
, its confidence
is calculated as
.
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TABLE I
ILLUSTRATION OF ASSOCIATION RULES MINING

An instance is characterized by a number
of attributes (e.g., a, b, c, etc.).

We illustrate association mining using Table I.

In our context, rules with high confidence are considered reflections of local network policies. Instances that deviate from these
) are identified as potential misconfigurarules (i.e.,
tions because they do not comply with the inferred policies.
C. Applying Association Rules Mining in Minerals
This section describes how we apply association rules mining
in the context of Minerals. It describes the algorithm to infer
the network-specific local policies and to identify the potential
misconfigurations.
1) An Algorithm to Infer Local Policies and Detect Misconfigurations: In Minerals, the generation of association rules and
detection of violations from those rules consists of the following
four steps.
Step 1) Item set generation. For each instance type, this step
generates all possible combinations of item sets, e.g., all 1-item
item sets, 2-item item sets, etc., with the restriction that the sup. A number of algorithms
port is over the threshold
have been proposed by the data mining research community to
compute item sets efficiently.
Step 2) Inference of local policies. The goal of this step is to
generate association rules. Minerals filters out rules with confias we want to
dence values lower than the threshold
find rules that are the most pertinent and more likely to be reflections of local policies. This step can also apply domain-specific knowledge to eliminate irrelevant rules and thus reduce
the false alarm rate: if common sense says attribute cannot
imply or be correlated with , we eliminate all rules of the form

. Even though this only needs to be
done once and can be henceforth remembered by the Minerals
algorithm, it nevertheless can be labor intensive.
We show in our evaluation that without applying this filtering
rule, we are still able to achieve decent results.
Step 3) Violation detection. Since we are focusing on misconfigurations, we do not consider rules with confidence equal to 1.
Violations are instances that do not comply to a rule
with
. The attribute that might be
misconfigured is either in or —usually, the rule has the expected, common value, whereas the violation has a potentially
wrong value. We also eliminate rules that generate more than
number of violations. The reason behind using
is that the number of misconfigurations should
be small in a network. If a rule results in a large number of violations, the violations are most probably not misconfigurations,
and the rule unlikely to reflect a local policy. We use a simple
default value of 10.
Step 4) Filter and report. The last step reports the identified violations in decreasing order of confidence. Since multiple
rules can point to the same misconfigured instance, we only report the instance once and indicate the rule with the smallest
item set size on the left hand side. Such an operation allows to
focus on the attributes that raised the violations. Also, it keeps
the rules simple. Experience shows that those rules are often
easier to interpret.
and
: The
2) Selection of Parameters:
algorithm proposed in the previous section relies on a number of
parameters. This section describes several methods to determine
and
.
Feedback-based method: Because our approach assumes that
the number of properly configured instances is high,
should have a large value. It can be initialized to 0.99 and then
incrementally decreased. After each run of Minerals, the network operator can provide direct feedback on whether and how
a reported violation is a false alarm. The operator can indicate
whether the discovered rule is or not a reflection of his network
policy, and if the violation is an exception to a valid policy.
This knowledge can then be fed back into subsequent runs of
Minerals to filter rules and violations. The lists of rules and instances previously raised and confirmed as valid exceptions by
the network operators are recorded. Subsequent results are then
compared with these lists before being brought up to the attention of the operator. For example, we assume that in the first
set to 0.99), a rule was disrun of Minerals (
and one instance, violating this rule, was recovered
ported. When presenting the results to the operator, this latter
may indicate that the discovered rule is not a reflection of a local
policy. Consequently, in subsequent runs of Minerals (e.g., with
0.99),
will not be considered and
instances violating it will not be reported. Alternatively, to ease
the burden from the operator, Minerals can learn indirectly. Violations that are reported but not corrected over time are assumed
to be exceptions.
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D. Post-Processing

Fig. 2. Evolution of number of reported violations (after post-processing) as
is decreased. In this case, the
is chosen to be 0.94.

min conf

min conf

Heuristic-based method: As an alternative, we can decide of
, based on the evolution of the number
the value of
canof reported violations as we decrease possible
, we apply the aldidate values. For each value of
gorithms above to infer the local network-specific policies and
then, we identify the instances that violate them. We apply a list
of post-processing rules (described in Section III-D) to elimi,
nate several false alarms. As such, for each value of
we obtain a number of violations. We plot these numbers of
values as in Fig. 2.
reported violations for possible
until we find the knee of the
A guideline reduces
curve, i.e., the point at which there is a noticeable increase in the
number of violations afterwards. We use the value of
immediately before the knee of the curve. Assuming the evoluto 0.94 and less than
tion depicted in Fig. 1, we set
40 violations are reported. The preferable value is determined
from the following reasoning: if the number of reported violations is large, those instances are most probably not misconfigurations. It is important to note that each derived value of
is specific to a dataset. As an example, we may find
to apply when running Minerals on the
one value of
interfaces aspect of a network, and we may find a different value
to be used on the routers aspect of that network.
for
Both the feedback-based and heuristic-based methods can be
applied together. The heuristic-based technique can first be applied. Then, the feedback-based method can be used to gradvalues. Such approaches allow to
ually decrease the
discover errors while keeping the false positives and the number
of analyses low.
, setting it to a low value may result
Finally, for
in an unnecessary large number of frequent item sets. Setting
it to a large value may prevent the detection of potential misconfigurations. We set
where
is the set of integers except the null
value.

After pre-processing the configurations and running our association mining algorithm on them, we apply a post-processing
step to filter the results. The goal is to reduce false alarms by
demoting violations that are highly likely to be nonconforming,
but valid configurations.
The first post-processing step is related to routing policies and
attempts to identify whether the policies for a group of neighbor
routers in the same AS are nonconforming but intentional. Even
though policies for a specific neighbor AS are not consistent
with policies with other ASes peering with a network, they may
not be misconfigurations because it is not uncommon for a network to customize policies for each neighboring AS. We assume
that if policies are consistent across all BGP sessions to the same
AS, the violation highlighted by Minerals is likely not a misconfiguration. This post-processing works as follows.
, the value
We note , a BGP session, and
in (e.g.,
is the AS number
of
associated with the external end of ). We use a Boolean vari, to record the result.
able,
for each BGP session

violating an inferred rule

;
for each

s.t.

and
and

if

{

; break;}

end for
// if all BGP sessions having the same AS and
// peer_group as
// the attribute
if

present the same value for
, demote

.

demote

;

end for
above do not necessarily repNote that the attributes
resent the complete routing policy applied to a BGP session. In
Minerals, a rule can be a subset of a routing policy. We do not
assume all routing policies to the same AS must be identical.
In fact, in some configurations, each router can add a distinct
community tag, thus rendering every route map unique if we
compare route map in its entirety. Minerals does not highlight
each of these route maps as an anomaly, because it only focuses
on commands that appear frequently in routing policies.
There are several ways to demote a violation. Currently, we
simply discard the violation. However, this may cause errors to
go undetected. A misconfiguration can be present in all BGP
sessions to the same AS because of a cut-and-paste operation.
There is an inherent tradeoff between the detection and false
alarm rates of Minerals. Several operators have told us that they
want to know about all inconsistencies in their configurations,
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even though some are highly likely to be valid. Another way to
demote a violation is to lower its priority when presenting the
results to the network operator.
The second post-processing step is related to MD5 security.
Best common practice says it should be enabled on eBGP sessions. However, in practice, some older routers do not support
this feature well and operators sometimes disable it for performance or stability reasons. If Minerals reports a violation of
missing MD5 protection on a BGP session, this post-processing
step checks to see if any of the two following conditions is satisfied: i) the offending router is having sessions with other ASes
that require MD5, but all sessions from this router have MD5
disabled, or ii) all sessions to the other end point of the session
have MD5 disabled. If so, we assume the local policy says to
disable MD5 on this router or the other end point, and demote
the violation.
The last post-processing step identifies simple BGP sessions,
which we define as sessions which either use default routing,
or block all incoming or outgoing route advertisements. If Minerals raises a violation on a simple BGP session, we demote it.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We implemented and evaluated Minerals on the configuration
files from three networks (see Table III).
A. Case Study of Accounts, Interfaces, BGP Sessions,and
Their Associated Routing Policies
Many instance types can be identified and mined for misconfigurations. We conducted a study on three aspects of configurations, or what we call instance types: user account, interface and BGP session. For the BGP session, we also considered the routing policies. We concentrated on these aspects since
we believe they are prone to mistakes. The results presented in
Section V confirmed that these aspects of the configuration contain errors.
Below, we describe how we select or generate attributes for
each of the three instance types. For user account, interface
and BGP session, the attributes are the same for any network.
The attributes represent information that does not vary much
across different networks. On the other hand, for routing policies, the attributes are different for each network evaluated. The
attributes are extracted from the configurations based on the details of the commands and the action taken by the routing policies. Thus, the attributes are specific for a network, and the
number of attributes is dependent on the structure and complexity of the routing policies within that network. For aspects
of configurations that are highly customized according to the
needs of a network, generating attributes in this way would yield
more local, network-specific rules. As shown in this case study,
the two ways of choosing attributes are both useful in the detection of misconfigurations.
1) Selecting Attributes for Account, Interface, and BGP Session: User account is identified by the (router name, user name)
pair and is characterized by the attributes “password” and assigned “privilege level.” For the interface instance type, there
are a myriad of configuration options associated with it. We

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF PREPROCESSING OUTCOME

This table represents the format of some of the attributes characterizing diverse instance types. The final table that is considered for association rules
mining contains a significantly larger number of attributes. More specifically,
the addition of the attributes related to routing policies resulted in the addition
of more than 800 attributes in certain networks.

avoid attributes that are functionally independent thus not conducive to data mining. We select an interface’s IP address and
whether it serves as a loopback. Finally, a BGP session is identified by the (router name, neighbor router) pair. We select the
following attributes, which characterize a BGP session at a highlevel: the AS number of the neighbor router, incoming routing
policies, outgoing routing policies and authentication scheme.
Routing policies are usually considered complex and prone to
errors. As such, we decide to analyze them in greater detail. The
following section describes the representation we adopt for the
routing policies applied to each BGP session.
The results of the initial phase of the preprocessing for the
three selected instance types are summarized in Table II. They
serve as input to the association rules mining algorithm described in the previous sections. Additional attributes can be
added to characterize the different instance types. For example,
routing protocols and services (proxy-arp, Cisco Discovery Protocol, etc.) can be attributes of the interfaces.
2) Representing Routing Policies: This section focuses on
routing policies. We describe how we represent routing policies so that association rules mining can be applied to them and
misconfigurations, detected. Routing policies are usually considered complex to configure and their structure, intricate.
a) Background on routing policies: Routing policies
control which routes a router or a network accepts, filters and
forwards. At a high level, routing policies allow a network to
specify the flow of its inbound and outbound traffic. Redistribution of routes between routing processes (e.g., from OSPF to
BGP, from RIP to OSPF) can also be configured.
Each router vendor has its own proprietary configuration language. Some configuration features are vendor-specific and not
available in other vendors. In the rest of this paper, we use Cisco
IOS terminology and syntax, but both our methodology and implementation work for Cisco IOS and Juniper JUNOS. Fig. 3 is
a factitious excerpt of a router configuration file. We use it to
illustrate how routing protocols and policies are defined.
Lines 100 to 110 specify the interfaces of the router.
Lines 200–202 configure the RIP routing process. The network command indicates that all interfaces in 192.168.1.0
are to use RIP. The command with the keyword distribute-list out restricts advertised updates onto
Ethernet0/0 according to the access list called 1, defined in
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Fig. 3. Excerpt of a Cisco router configuration file.

lines 403–404. The access list permits only a default route to
be advertised.
Lines 300–306 configure the BGP routing process. The
number 100 is the local autonomous system (AS) number.
In line 301, the command peer-group creates a group
called dora. peer-group facilitates the application and
modification of routing policies on a set of neighbors. Line 302
associates the AS number 200 to dora, which tells us whether
the BGP session is with external or internal neighbors. Line 303
assigns the BGP neighbor with IP address 4.5.6.1 to the peer
group dora. Line 304 applies a prefix list called pf_dora
to all BGP sessions of dora. pf_dora is defined in lines
401–402, and permits only the prefixes 10.10.0.0/16 and
10.11.0.0/16. The keyword in specifies that the prefix
list is applied to incoming advertisements. Therefore, only
10.10.0.0/16 and 10.11.0.0/16 are accepted from the
peer group dora.
Lines 305–306 apply the import policy from_dora and export policy to_dora to the BGP sessions in dora, which
are defined in lines 500–502 and lines 504–505, respectively.
from_dora accepts all routes and assigns them a local preference value of 100. It also tags the routes with three communities 100:1, 100:2 and 100:3. to_dora denies routes
which carry the community tag listed in the community-list 2,
defined in line 400. Routes marked with 100:4 are not advertised to BGP neighbors of dora.
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b) A representation for routing policies: There are many
commands to configure routing policies. We choose a small
subset of them based on our observation that a significant portion of routing policies is related to BGP communities, AS Path,
prefix lists and local preference. We distill these commands to
remove vendor-specific syntax. After parsing the router configurations from vendor-specific syntax to a common intermediate
representation, we expand each reference (i.e., prefix-list, community-list, and aspath-list), to the list definition. This allows us
to focus on the values of the lists and not the names assigned to
the lists. For example, sanity is used to name a prefix-list containing unallocated IP address space in one router but the name
bogon is used in another router to specify the same prefix-list.
We then distill each action of a routing policy into an attribute.
For each line of a routing policy applied to a BGP session, we
extract the direction of the policy (incoming or outgoing), the
action taken (permit or deny, set community or local preference)
and the conditions being matched (community, AS path, prefixlist). For example, the routing policies defined in Fig. 1 and
applied to the BGP sessions with dora would be converted into
the following five attributes:
in_permit_set_localpref_100
in_permit_set_comm_100_1
in_permit_set_comm_100_2
in_permit_set_comm_100_3
out_deny_match_comm_100_4
An attribute can take on different values. In our case, an attribute takes on a Boolean value of either 1 or 0: 1 if a routing
policy contains the action represented by the attribute, and 0 otherwise. Thus, the attributes above would take on the value 1 for
the BGP sessions where the routing policy is applied on.
As such, each routing policy is converted into a number of
attributes and these attributes are added to the BGP session instance type. The number of attributes related to routing policies
varies per network. Networks with many and complex policies
will tend to have more attributes.
In our current implementation, the pre-processing step only
yields a partial semantic comparison of routing policies. Regular expressions are not expanded. Two regular expressions may
differ syntactically but have the same semantics, e.g.,
and (1–2)00. Vendor-specific command syntax also presents additional challenges. For example, to specify an AS path that includes the AS number 100, IOS would define it as
, where
as JUNOS would define it as “
”. Finally, our representation does not consider the ordering of lines within a routing
policy. Just like a program can be written in many ways, one can
achieve the same routing policy with different configurations.
Despite these limitations in our current implementation, we
believe that the adopted representation is acceptable for the following reasons. First, to keep problems to a minimum, networks are commonly configured by a small group of highly
skilled experts. Second, existing configurations are often used as
templates to configure another router or another routing policy.
There is a substantial amount of “cut-and-paste” in the three networks we studied. Later, we show that Minerals found a number
of errors in the routing policies’ aspect which are confirmed by
the network operators.
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF DATASET USED IN EVALUATION

CENIC is the California state-wide network service provider for education and
research institutions: DC is a backbone network serving education users, and
HPR is a high-performance research network providing advanced services for
large application users. UCB is the UC Berkeley network.

B. Dataset
Our dataset comprises configuration files from the CENIC
CalREN-DC and CalREN-HPR networks,1 and the UC
Berkeley campus network. Information related to each network
is summarized in Table III. Two of the networks include both
Juniper and Cisco routers and our study considered both types
of routers. For each of the three networks, we analyzed a
particular snapshot of its configuration files, taken between
January and April 2006.
Table III describes the number of instances we found in
each network, after parsing the router configuration files.
In addition to the five attributes of the BGP instance type
(type, MD5, incoming policies, outgoing policies, AS number)
described in Table II, the processing of the routing policies
(Section IV-A2.b) adds a number of attributes. The number of
additional attributes varies per network and increases as the
number of distinct routing policy actions gets larger. These
pre-processing steps generated 70 attributes in UCB, 177 in
cenicHPR, and 761 in cenicDC. In our dataset, cenicDC has
the largest number of attributes. This is not surprising since as
a service provider, it needs to define different routing policies
for its provider(s), peers, and other neighbors. The policies
are indeed complex. The BGP documentation of CENIC lists
390 communities. This network also applies a large number
of prefix-lists to prevent accidental address leaks, and applies
routing policies for traffic engineering purposes.
C. Implementation and Performance
Table IV lists the components of Minerals and their corresponding programming languages. To generate the frequent
item sets, we use the LCM ver. 2 algorithm [13]. This algorithm
actually outputs closed frequent item sets. The closed frequent
item set representation significantly reduces the space requirements without affecting our results. In order to apply the LCM
ver. 2 algorithm, we needed to convert the input attributes into
Boolean format.
The aspect that requires the most time is the pre-processing.
CenicDC presents the largest observed time. It is in part due to
the large number of BGP sessions with routing policies. Also,
adding a new attribute to a large table can require several seconds in MySQL. In the dataset from CenicDC, the addition of
1Corporation for Education Network Initiatives in California (CENIC). http://
www.cenic.org/

TABLE IV
IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Elapsed time in minutes:seconds. The times were observed when running the
components on a machine with a CPU of 2.8 GHz and 2 Gb of memory.
Elapsed times for the “Closed FIM” and “Assoc. rules & Post-process” correspond to the observed time when running these functions on the BGP session
instance type (which has the largest number of attributes)

a new attribute into the table representing the BGP sessions can
take more than 6 seconds.
However, the total processing times (including the parsing,
preprocessing, discovery of local rules and detection of misconfigurations) still remain in the order of 1 to 10 minutes for the
three networks we analyzed.
D. Usage Complexity
For a system to be practical and useful in operational settings, it must be easy to configure and run. We believe Minerals satisfies these requirements. The configuration files need
to be placed in a common directory. The code processes them
without any further manual intervention from the operators. For
, the running time varies from one
a value of
to a few minutes depending on the size of the configurations.
After the code parses the configuration files, pre-processes the
extracted information, infers the local policies, identifies the violations, and applies the post-processing rules, the operators are
presented with the results, i.e., the anomalies and the policies
that are violated by these instances. For all three networks, by
looking at the list of rules and violations, the operators were
able to quickly tell whether a raised instance was a misconfiguration and needed action. Rarely did the operators need to go
into the configuration files to collect more information regarding
the highlighted anomalies.
If the operator wants to determine an “optimal”
value before looking at the results (e.g.,
through the heuristic-based method presented above), it
first needs to plot the evolution of the number of reported
values. This can be
errors over different
simply executed since the operator only needs to input a
value and the code will indicate
varying
the corresponding number of violations. This step can be
automated.
Finally, a frequently raised concern with association rule
mining is the large number of rules that can be generated.
Minerals addresses this issue through the use of closed frequent
item sets (Section IV-C) and the reporting of potentially misconfigured instances (Section III-C) instead of the discovered
rules. These two means remove existing redundancy and maintain the size of the output to a reasonable size, as illustrated in
Table V.
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TABLE V
SUMMARY OF MINERALS’ RESULTS

min conf is determined through the heuristic-based approach. Minerals is first
applied to the datasets using these min conf values. The presented numbers

(Needs fix, false positive) are the results after this initial phase. In a second
phase, feedback from the operators is included to discover additional errors
while discarding nonconforming but valid configurations.
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• A few interfaces, used for bootstrapping purposes, were
detected. They should have been removed after the initial
deployment phase.
A number of errors were discovered in the routing policies applied to the BGP sessions. More specifically:
• A significant fraction of the errors related to the configuration of routing policies are missing communities. These
misconfigurations affected the redistribution of routes,
the aggregation of prefixes and the accounting of certain
traffic.
• Typos were found in the definitions of communities. These
errors can prevent the intended actions to be performed.
• A number of sessions lacked import or export policy.
• The detected errors also included missing prefix-lists, both
in the incoming and outgoing directions.
• Sessions lacked MD5 security violating local policies.

V. RESULTS
We set
where is the value
obtained through the heuristic-based method described in
” is to ensure that
Section III-C. The reason we used a “
keeps a high value. This is motivated by the fact
that we infer local policies from discovered rules with a high
confidence value. The obtained values ranged from 0.97 to
0.90 depending on the instance type. Since we do not exto go lower than 0.90, we fixed the value of
pect
to 10. We did not pre-filter any association rules to
allow the algorithm to find all possible policies and violations.
Table V summarizes the results in two categories: needs
fix and false alarms. Needs fix is composed of two categories:
i) misconfigurations that are confirmed by the network operators, and ii) transitions, i.e., violations that reflect configurations
(e.g., policies) undergoing change. While such violations are
not always errors, they should be brought to the attention of
network operators. If not updated in a timely manner, these
cases can become errors. For example, in one case, an outdated
community that was not removed led to a customer filtering
out an intended route. False alarms are violations raised by
Minerals that are nonconforming but correct configurations.
Interestingly, the operators were interested in knowing about
these false positives as well. Those instances are outliers and it
is important to keep track of these configurations as the network
evolves.
We describe the results in more detail. All results are
anonymized. First, we determined the
values
through the heuristic-based method. Section V-A presents the
errors that were detected in this initial phase and confirmed by
the operators. Then, in the second phase, we re-ran Minerals
values (e.g.,
lowered from
with lower
0.97 to 0.95). When processing the new violations, we incorporate the feedback from the operators from the previous phase.
This process allows us to detect additional errors while keeping
the false positives to a low value. Section V-B describes the
additional error types that were discovered in this second phase.
Finally, Section V-C explains the false positives.
Summary of discovered error types:
• A number of user accounts with super-user privileges are
missing password.

A. Confirmed “Needs Fix” in First Phase
Missing passwords. In one network, Minerals found superuser accounts without passwords. The inferred local rule was
that account with super-user privileges must have a password.
Minerals reported the instances that violated this rule. The operator confirmed those accounts as errors, which presented a security breach.
Universal rules cannot capture local policies regarding the
user accounts in different networks. Some networks may allow
external parties to access certain information (e.g., routing
tables) without any password. Other networks may consider
the same type of information to be confidential and mandate
a password to access them. The starting privilege level where
a network may require the presence of a password is network
dependent. Minerals can infer these local policies.
Unused interfaces. In one network, 95% of the interfaces had
public IP addresses, and Minerals highlighted interfaces using
private IP addresses as violations. According to the operator,
private IP addresses are used to bootstrap routers at the beginning of deployment, and should be deleted afterwards. These
confirmed misconfigurations were corrected by the operator.
It is difficult for rule-based approaches that rely on universal
rules to detect such errors, because the presence of private IP addresses does not automatically imply a misconfiguration. Some
networks use private IP addresses permanently, e.g., for network
management devices. The advantage of data mining is it considers the statistical properties of a network, and in this case,
reveals the outlier interfaces as errors.
Missing MD5 security. Minerals found a large number of violations on missing MD5 security. The second post-processing
step described in III.D removed a substantial portion of these
violations. In one case, the violations are sessions to ASes that
preferred not to use MD5. All the sessions to those ASes are
found with MD5 disabled and therefore removed. Another case
involves a specific router. The post-processing step found that
MD5 is disabled on every session involving that router. It is
likely that router does not support MD5. It turns out some ASes
resist turning on MD5 because it adds delays to session re-establishment after a reset.
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The rest of the violations are sessions with neighboring networks that require MD5. These sessions were not removed by
the post-processing step, and confirmed as errors.
Omitted export policies to external neighbors. In one network, eBGP sessions that applied import policies also had export policies, except in few sessions. The operator confirmed
that these sessions were errors and described them as “very concerning.” The absence of export policies can result in a list of
undesired effects, such as unintentional transit service.
Missing incoming prefix-list. A local network policy requires
a prefix-list to be applied on all incoming external BGP sessions.
The prefix-list turns out to be a sanity check that discards route
announcements to private IP address. Few BGP sessions in this
network violate this policy. One version of a correct route map
consists of the following:
route map from_abc permit 50
match ip address prefix-list sanity
match community
set local-preference 90
set comm-list
delete
additive
set community
One version of the violations is as follows:
route map from_bcd permit 50
set local-preference 100
delete
set comm-list
additive
set community
Although the two route maps above are different in several
places—different local preference values, match community
statement in the first but not the second—Minerals is able to
detect similarities in parts of the route maps and points out the
missing prefix-list statement. As mentioned before, Minerals
do not require routing policies to be identical in order to find
inconsistencies because association rules mining can work on
subsets of attributes defining a policy.
Missing outgoing prefix-list. Similar to the above, a local network policy requires a prefix-list to be applied on all outgoing
external BGP sessions. The prefix-list is also a sanity check.
In IOS, a match ip address prefix-list sanity
is used. A number of BGP sessions are missing this statement.
Missing communities. 45% (9/20) of all the confirmed errors
related to routing policies are related to communities. A number
of these errors are accidental omission of community tagging,
which lead to several undesired outcomes. In two cases, missing
communities prevent routes from being advertised to a set of
peers. Since these two peers each have two eBGP sessions to
the network and the absence of community is only affecting one
eBGP session, routes are still advertised to the peers. However,
if the BGP session is to be temporarily disabled (e.g., for maintenance purposes), such misconfiguration will affect the connectivity of the peers.
In another instance, one eBGP session was lacking a community
which prevented the intended routes to be advertised.
Further analysis revealed that the presence of another commuwas advertising the desired routes. The operator exnity
plained that the network was going through a routing policy
change. The tagging of routes coming from commodity peers
was modified to allow more flexible customizations. However,
sessions that are not updated in a timely manner can lead to un-

desired effects. As an example, a neighbor may be added and its
to be re-advertised to
routes may be tagged with community
a set of neighbors. Sessions still relying on the old community
may not receive the newly added routes.
Incorrect community-list definitions. In a number of routers,
a community-list is incorrectly defined.
ip community-list 50 permit permit
regexp
The repetition of the word “
” is an error. While a syntaxbased configuration checker can also detect this type of error
”, Minerals
with a specific rule looking out for “
allow us to detect syntactical abnormalities using the same algorithm. In this case, a large number of BGP sessions have this
error and a few sessions have the intended definitions. Minerals
highlighted the errors as the rule and the violations are actually
the correct configurations.
ip community-list 60 permit regexp
As a consequence of this error, routes that are supposed to be
matched (i.e., routes that carry communities matching regexp)
and that should receive a set of actions, will not. This is because
the community-list 50 will only match routes that include both
communities permit and regexp. However, there is no community with the value permit.
Inconsistent community-list definition. A community-list was
defined in the same way in 18 routers, but was slightly different
in another router. It turned out that the definition is being updated but the modification is not complete when we carried out
our evaluation.
Common definition (present in 18 routers)
ip community-list 190 permit
100:6550[1–9]
ip community-list 190 permit
100:6551[0–4]
Outlier (present in one router)
ip community-list 190 permit
100:6550[1–9]
ip community-list 190 permit
100:6551[0–9]
The outlier in this case is the intended definition, thus all other
definitions should be updated. As a consequence of this error,
routes that include communities 100:65515, 100:65516,
100:65517, 100:65518, or 100:65519 will not receive
the intended set of actions in the misconfigured routers.
B. Confirmed “Needs Fix” in Second Phase
In the second phase, we gradually decrease the value of
of the datasets where
was high (e.g.,
0.97). We analyze the additional violations and we take into
consideration the previous feedback from the operators to
discard the false positives.
A number of errors consist of violations of rules previously
described (e.g., missing prefix-list, missing MD5, etc.)
Additionally, we detected the following new error types.
Missing communities: We discovered additional missing
communities with diverse consequences. In a case, prefixes to
be aggregated are to be tagged with specific communities and
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filtered out at the egress routers. The absence of the communities on certain routes affected route aggregation and resulted
in the advertisement of some of the more specific prefixes.
One interesting error impacted accounting. As communities
control route announcement, a missing community prevented a
more specific route from reaching an edge router that performs
accounting. In this case, the lack of proper tagging does not
affect connectivity, but breaks billing for the network.
Missing outgoing filter. The local network policy treats a set
of neighboring ASes differently and does not advertise certain
routes to them. The outgoing route maps to these networks
therefore typically start with the following:
route map to_abc deny 10
match community nwB_no_export
The route map to one of these special networks mistakenly lacks
this match statement. One strength of Minerals is that it can
detect such outliers without knowing the meaning of the statements involved. Minerals does not need to understand the function of the community-list nwB_no_export.
Typos in community-list definitions. In one router, there is a
typo in a community-list definition. The local AS number is 123,
and the typo is in one of the digits, making it 124:
community core_members [123:100 124:101]
Distribution of internally originated routes. One of the analyzed networks advertised its internal routes to a selected set
of neighbors through a match prefix-list internalroutes command in which the prefix-list listed all the internal
prefixes. This configuration is being changed and internal routes
are now tagged with a specific community at origination. The
configurations are updated to include a match community
command to allow the propagation of internal routes to the desired parties. We found a number of BGP sessions still having
the initial configurations. When match community is accidentally omitted in some of the sessions, some internal routes
may be missing from the route advertisements. More specifically, internal routes not listed in the outdated prefix-list cannot
be forwarded to the neighbors.
Transit service. In one network, Minerals found a research
peer is receiving transit service for a wide range of prefixes.
Usually, only customer routes are advertised to peers. This configuration does not violate the local network policies as it is a
special case arrangement for a certain type of peers, but it is not
a permanent situation.
C. False Alarms
Most of the false alarms in the BGP instance type mainly
consist of highly customized routing policies. In one network,
there are a number of neighbor ASes that are multi-homed, only
wanting to accept certain routes. Knowing that the configurations to these neighbors are unique and significantly different
from the rest of the configurations, we could have removed them
from our evaluation. However, we included them. A number of
errors are detected on the sessions to these ASes, such as accidental omission of prefix-lists.
The false alarms in the user-account part of the configuration
consisted of a number of special accounts created for some customers. These accounts presented different privilege levels than
the other existing accounts and were therefore highlighted.
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VI. LIMITATIONS OF MINERALS
Minerals is simple to use, does not require any a priori
model, and can detect violations of local network-specific
policies without the need for customization. The scope of errors
that can be detected is not restricted by predefined rules. We believe that Minerals could work in conjunction with the existing
rules-based solutions to enhance misconfiguration detection.
While existing methods are very efficient in identifying design
errors, Minerals can highlight misconfigurations that would be
difficult to pinpoint with a rules-based solution. For example,
Minerals can identify the violations of the following policies:
is limited to privilege ; routes with communities
user
must be filtered; routes with communities must be assigned
a local preference ; etc. The detection of these errors through
rules-based methods would require an intensive customization
since the community values, the local preferences, and the
usernames are network-specific.
However, Minerals also presents a number of limitations.
• Error types. It cannot detect errors in parameters that are
specific and do not form a pattern. As an example, border
routers connected to customers often apply prefix-lists and
access-lists to limit the received signaling and traffic. Because each router may be connected to a different customer,
Minerals cannot validate the correctness of the listed IP addresses. Also, Minerals may not find certain design errors
(e.g., BGP sessions not forming a full mesh). Rules-based
solutions are better suited to detect this latter category of
errors.
• Parser. Minerals first needs to parse the configurations
files. However, there are different versions of the operating
systems (OS) and each version presents its own syntax.
Therefore, the parser needs to cover the different possible
grammars of the OS versions present in the analyzed network. This issue is not specific to our proposed approach,
but is present in all methods that rely on the analysis of configuration files. We believe that this issue can be resolved in
the future through the support of management models that
offer a vendor independent representation of the configurations (e.g., [14]). It is important to note that even though
the proposed approach relies on parsed data, it can still detect syntax errors as illustrated by the results in Section V.
More specifically, the error must be parsed unchanged into
the intermediate representation and be an anomaly out of a
pattern.
• Thresholds. The proposed approach relies on a number of
thresholds (e.g.,
,
) which affect the
increases the
accuracy of the results. A low
may miss
number of false alarms, while a high
errors. As an example, in one network, a user was limited to a specific privilege level. A fraction of its accounts
were mistakenly assigned a higher privilege, but because
the number of misconfigured accounts was large, the policy
was not identified and the violation not raised. We proposed a number of heuristics to determine the thresholds,
and future research can investigate additional methods.
• Identification and definition of attributes. The selection and
definition of the attributes determines the quality of the re-
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sults. Whether the value of an attribute should be taken as
is, abstracted into a group, or converted into a Boolean determines the types of errors that can be detected. These decision steps strongly rely on the domain knowledge. However, the selection and definition of the attributes only need
to be done once by the implementer of Minerals who possesses domain knowledge of router and network configurations, and it can then be used for all networks.
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Minerals was successful in detecting a number of errors that
would have been missed by other techniques. The operators who
experimented with it found Minerals helpful and provided positive feedback. The extension of the model with additional attributes can help to unearth further mistakes. The analysis of
statistical properties of router configurations appears to be a
promising approach to assist operators in detecting mistakes.
We are exploring adding attributes and extending the number
of instance types to broaden the scope of errors and areas where
Minerals can be applied.
The analysis of the configurations over the temporal dimension could possibly reveal additional misconfigurations not detected by snapshot analysis. We have started to analyze successive snapshots of the configurations to expose patterns of
change. We took monthly snapshots of the DC and HPR configurations from June 2004 through March 2006. We analyzed
the evolution of user accounts on the routers and found that a
handful of accounts are rotated regularly: a username would be
added to almost all routers at about the same time, then deleted
some time later, and replaced by another username. This turns
out to be backdoor accounts that are created to ensure management access during times of failure, DoS, or planned maintenance events. Data mining can be applied to discover outliers in
this pattern: e.g., routers that are misconfigured during rotation
which either have multiple backdoor accounts, or new routers
that are overlooked and have no backdoor accounts. An analysis over the temporal dimension can pick out these anomalies.
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